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october family night

see what we're screaming about this month at st. mark



assertiveness encouragement empathy

positive intent choices composure

shubert books

miss beth teaching chloe belly breathing
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peosta heroes

fall fun activities
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making popcorn

hands

pumpkin paintings popcorn hands for

everyone!

getting our pumpkin

ready

what will happen

next?

pumpkin volcano!

what is your favorite thing to do? by: ryan w.
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hula hoop master lending a helpful

hand

selfie!

we are st. mark & we love to read
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our marshmallow and noodle creations
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brayden's funny comic

we learned how to code



our peosta friends love being outdoors

learning to program robots
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seton heroes
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seton shout outs
Every day, starting on Monday, the shout-out box is set and left
out for the duration of program, and at any time the kids can go
up to it, grab a notecard, and dedicate a shout-out to someone,
anonymously. On Fridays, we sit at the table as a group and take
turns drawing a shout-out to read aloud until the box is empty. I
encourage every student to write one at least once during the
week, and Miss Janine and I regularly add shout-outs to the box
of our own. Shout-Outs are a way to give recognition to
someone else--a compliment, if you will. Getting a shout-out is
basically a person's way of saying, "Hey, you are great, and I just
wanted you to know that I noticed!"
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student interview by: kailey
I’m Kailey and today I am interviewing Amy McDonough a staff member at St. Marks. So the
�rst question I asked was “What is your favorite food?” Amy responded, “Pizza hut, pizza.” My
second question was “What is your favorite sport & why?” Amy responded, “Soccer because I
just like it." My third question was “What made you want to help at St. Marks?”Amy responded,
“I just love to work with people especially the kids.” Next I asked Amy “What would you create
if you could create anything?” Amy responded, "A time machine.”
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pats on the back

activity

what makes us smile coloring contest

winner!
Claire

human tic-tac-toe

fall favorites by: evelyn b.
My favorite thing to do in the fall is to go trick or treating on
Halloween and get as much candy as I can! This year for
Halloween, I am going to dress up as a witch! I already have my
costume and I can’t wait for Halloween to come! Another thing
I love to do in the fall is go to my aunt and uncle’s house and
have a Halloween party there like my family does every year!
We also go trick or treating there, and nearby there is a really
scary house we always stop at! Last year my cousin and I
stopped at that house. She was dressed up as a unicorn, and
the scary house had a spider that comes down and grabs
things. It grabbed the horn of her unicorn costume and it never
gave it back! Fall is my favorite season!
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facing our fears at st. mark by: alli d.
Hi my name is Alli, and I will be talking to you about Face Your Fears Day, which was on
Wednesday, October 10th. Face Your Fears Day is all about thinking of the things you are
afraid of and coming up with a way to face your fear! Miss Morgan read to us a list of the top
ten fears in the whole world. The �rst fear was the fear of spiders, also called Arachnophobia.
The second biggest fear in the world is the fear of snakes, and the third one was the fear of
heights. Morgan had us guess what the top fears were, and I guessed the top three correctly!
The fourth fear was the fear of open and crowded spaces. The �fth top fear in the world is the
fear of dogs, and I am kind of afraid of dogs too. The top sixth fear around the world was the

evelyn & claire doing the macarena



fear of storms, and the seventh one was Claustrophobia, or
being scared of small and closed spaces. Number eight was the
fear of germs, which made me think of the Dr. Seuss movie.
Number nine was the fear of �ying, and the top ten spot was the
fear of holes, which I thought was weird. I hope you liked the
top fears list as much as I did!

dyersville heroes

miss leah taught us how to code

what i want to be for halloween by:
tinsley s.
This year for Halloween, I am going to be a ghost! I decided
that I wanted to dress up as a ghost because I wanted to
choose something scary! My family is going to go out and buy
a costume because I think it would be scarier-looking to buy
one instead of making a ghost costume at home. I am excited
for Halloween and trick or treating!
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pumpkin pie in a cup scarecrow crafts pumpkin sweetness
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piper's journal entry
This week we had a pumpkin and we carved it and we put
vinegar, baking soda, and soap and food coloring and everything
got mixed and it exploded.

jello sensory pumpkin bags
Sensory play is a way to introduce various stimuli to children. Some sensory play items are
especially useful in calming children. At St. Mark we thought it would be cool to test it out, so
we made Jell-O sensory bags. These sensory bags are squishy and cold, and help us when we
feel stressed so we can calm down and relax.

harrison investigating the worms, guts, and eyeballs!
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sadie's journal entry
Sadie practiced her letters and drew us a beautiful picture!

lights on after school
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our morning program kiddos got into the halloween
spirit
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check out our haunted gingerbread house

sponsor angels sign up



Do you need a little help over the holidays?Or do you want to give a little love over the
holidays?
St Mark, with the love of donors takes care of our families with warm clothes for the holidays.
Please contact Danielle at dwillis@stmarkyouthenrichment.org if you you want to participate,
either as a donor or a recipient. This is our favorite gift of the year! Please let us know how
you want to join this amazing experience!!!

If you'd like to be one of our Volunteer Heroes contact Michael Jelinske at
mjelinske@stmarkyouthenrichment.org
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